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Don Trenberth Enterprises

In Assoc. with New Car Search & Members Telecom

BIF-BAG PRODUCTS

BIF-BAG PRODUCTS
ALL PRODUCTS COMPLY TO AUST / NZ STANDARDS WHERE APPLICABLE
All sizing approximate

Hi-Viz Safety Shade Scaffold/Fence Net)

orange/with 2 yellow bands, selvaged edge top and bottom with eyelets to thread rope/wire/string
through for attaching to fence if required. Also acts as a dust suppressor.
70% UV stabilised, will last for several years. 1.83m x 50m roll size.

Hi-Viz Safety Shade Barrier Mesh

poly mesh,

orange / with yellow bands, selvaged edge top and bottom with eyelets to make for easier fastening
to fences and stakes etc. Also acts as a dust suppressor. When laying out will not sag like extruded
poly mesh or onion bag type fences. Saves a lot of time and effort!
70% UV stabilised, will last several years and is reusable .915m x 50m roll size

Hi-Viz Safety Shade Weight/Filter Bag
		

		

orange with yellow band. Because of open weave nature of fabric, bags must be filled with small
pebbles (sand could use but would need to be in a plastic liner bag- available upon request).
70% UV stabilised. Bags come in 2 sizes: .9m x .25m and 1.8m x .25m.
Bags come with ties and can be made to meet your requirements.

Hi- Viz Safety Shade Hay Bale Bag

orange /with yellow band, 2 handles for manoeuvrability. Single bale size only
70% UV stabilised.
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Hi-Viz Safety Shade Cone Bag

orange (with or without yellow band).Must be filled with small pebbles due to open weave of fabric.
Made to order to meet your weight requirements from 5kgs to 15kgs. Please allow approx 7 working
days for custom orders.		
70% UV stabilised.
Note: Cone bag not shown in Hi-Vis fabric
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